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Musings

Well, A very late issue of the latest PMC newsletter.
Troubled by IT issues, a very busy period trying to
keep the working life under control and a general

attack of idleness in the few spare moments available has
resulted in  this magazine appearing considerably behind
schedule for which I can only apologise.
The previous issue was also problematic due to the printer
we normally use going into liquidation shortly after the issue
was sent for publication, The new owners carried out the
printing but the resulting quality of the print was not up to
the usual standard and the issue was very dark, leading to
complaints that is was difficult to read. Following these
comments, this issue is now done on a white background to
aid legibility, although I hope this has not detracted too
much from the visual appeal- let me know your thoughts.

To summarise this issue there is our chairmans take on
some interesting artifacts found during one of his
rambles across the deep dark moorland of derbyshire.

While I recount the story of a summer trip to the canadian
rockies, a place of wonderful scenery, breathtaking
waterfalls, pristine lakes, and wildlife enough to send David
Attenborough into an orgasm of delight. There is also a brief
report of the recent agm, which turned into a long meeting
as there were some serious ongoing issues with the cottage
and the future of the climbing wall which were discussed at
length by those present.



OVEREXPOSED

IN THE PEAKS

Peter  Machin

tells all!

In the early part of 2014, David
(Croxford) and I became rather
fanatical about navigation. We took

every opportunity to practice our navigation skills; the
grottier the weather, the more  we indulged in our filthy

habit. There was plenty of grotty weather to exploit too.
Geocaching with just a map and compass (taking a GPS system is just
cheating), a grey, damp and cold North Wales with torrential mist and 10
meter visibility, the Carneddau in full white out conditions; oh the delight we
shared as we trudged over our beloved mountains whilst being intently
focussed on the compass for that was all we could see.

A long spell of clear weather came along in the early part of summer and
spoiled our sport. If you can see your target from 3 miles away, the challenge
of navigation is absent and it just isn’t fun anymore. We grumbled, moaned
and even cursed the clear weather, but there was no end in sight to the
stable, high pressure system that brought such miserable, clear blue skies.
We began to display symptoms of mild depression. Looking back on it, this
was well timed, forced rehabilitation for we were on the slippery slope to
getting ourselves desperately lost in a Government funded institution.

The particular navigation walk that I would like to tell you about is one that
took us across the bog and moorland of Bleaklow in the Peak District in
search of a crashed B29 Flying Fortress.

On 3�� November 1948, Over Exposed took off on a short flight from
Scampton, near Lincoln to Warrington. The visibility was poor, and the crew
were flying on instruments. They failed to clear the hillside at Higher Shelf
Stones and all 13 crew on board were killed.



Most of
the
debris

is still scattered
across the
hillside, and it
isn’t too difficult
to find. Park at
Doctor’s Gate
on the A57.
The path that
leaves the car
park (large

lay-by) crosses the Pennine way
after about 500 metres. Head North East on the

Pennine Way for about 1 mile, as the path turns left just before Hern clough the
paving stones end. Be careful as everything looks the same in all directions and
there are parallel running paths across the moor and it is very difficult to be
certain of which path you are on. New paths are being used to reduce the
erosion on Devils Dike which are not necessarily on the map. After about 200
metres, strike out in a Westerly direction for about 800 metres.

If visibility is good, you are aiming slightly north of the high ground. The crash
site is at Grid Reference SK091 949.

When we crossed the moor, the visibility was quite good, we used pacing
techniques to keep a track on our position, and we stopped regularly to match
the terrain to the map. We crossed more streams than were marked on the
map, and this created doubt in our minds; that ever nagging feeling that you
have got something wrong. After a few minutes, David spotted something just
off to the right. I have never seen David show excitement before, and I have
never seen him run. He just pocketed his compass and ran up the hill for 50
metres to a large piece of aluminium that was lying in a rather bare patch of
hillside.

We probably spent an hour wandering around the crash site; looking at the



engines and landing gear before heading to Higher Shelf Stones for lunch. Our walk
continued across the moor to Dog rock and onto Yellow slacks before picking up
Doctors Gate path back uphill to where we had parked the car.

If you try finding Over Exposed, or any of the many other aircraft crash sites,
make sure you are well equipped, take a map and compass and know how to
use them. Bleaklow can be very interesting in poor visibility. Getting lost can be

inconvenient and frustrating at best, but it can also result in a call to Mountain
Rescue.

If this takes your fancy,
there are plenty of
references on the
internet to the crash
sites and even books
published about them.



Editors note:- having read Peters story I decided to do a bit more research. The
following info is taken from Dark peak aircraft wrecks by Ron Collier and
Roni Wilkinson.

On 3rd November 1948 at
around10:15 CaptainLandon
Tanner filed his flight details

for a routine flight from Scampton
,Lincolnshire to Burtonwood,  Nr
Warrington. The weather forecast was
broken cloud at 2000 to 4000 feet
with visibility of four to six miles. It
is thought that about 20 minutes into

his flight the captain nosed through the cloud to establish his position, exactly
at the point at which shelf  moor rises to above 2000 feet. It is doubtful that
any of the crew saw the ground before the plane  hit.

When Over exposed failed to arrive, an
air search was initiated, and during
early afternoon the blazing wreckage

was spotted. By chance the RAF Harpur hill
mountain rescue team were finishing an exercise
two and a half miles away, and overhearing
messages on the radio by the search team,
despatched  the team to search for the wreckage.
As dusk fell, the team had located 8 bodies, but
these had to be left overnight as darkness fell.
The next morning 50 men set off in the pre dawn
to continue the search. Another body was found
to have been thrown clear, and the remaining four
bodies were found close by, all badly burnt. (13
in total) Because of the distance it was suggested
to bring in helicopters , but the rescue team volunteered for the job, and 6 men
to a stretched ferried the 13 crew members across the moor  to the snake pass
road, where they were sent on to Burtonwood base. The crew of Overexposed
had all completed their  service in Britain and were due to fly home to the US
three days later. Captain Tanner was 33 when he died.

Overexposed was designated as an F13A photo reconnaissance aircraft,
a modified B29 superfortress, outfitted  with photographic equipment,
and the bomb bays converted to carry extra fuel.



One of the early uses of the F13 was photographing Tokyo and Yokohama at a
height of 32500 feet, well above the  achievable height of the enemy aircraft sent
to intercept them in the closing stages of the war. F13s were used to photograph
the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in the aftermath  of the atomic bombs.

Overexposed itself was used to photograph the testing of Atomic weapons
on the Bikini atoll in the south Pacific immediately after the war end , on
July 1st 1946 and again on July 25th 1946. Shortly afterwards it was used

to clandestinely Photograph eastern Germany while the Berlin airlift was
underway, being mingled with regular B29 aircraft, so as not to be discovered,
and soon after that coming to grief on the Dark Peak, with the loss of all on
board.

In memoriam:-

Captain Landon P Tanner, Captain Harry Stroud (co pilot), Tech sergeant Ralph
Fields, Sergeant Charles Wilbanks, Staff Sergeant Gene A Gartner, David  D
Moore, Tech Sergeant  Saul R Banks, Sergeant Donald R Abrogast, Sergeant
Robert I Doyle, Private William  M Burrows,, Corporal M Frannsen, Corporal
George Ingram, and Captain Howard Keel.



DIAMOND
ANNIVERSARY

MUGS

A ll PMC members who are proud of their club need to buy one of these
mugs to commemorate our 60�� Anniversary and display it prominently on

their shelves.

Unique gold printing on a black background with a logo designed by our own
graphic designer Ivan Cumberpatch.

On the front

‘PETERBOROUGH MOUNTAINEERING CLUB  60 YEARS’

On the back is our logo of Ice Axe, Rope and Heather set in a gold diamond plus

1954 – 2014

The cost is only £5 and that includes any post and packing.  This is cost price and
therefore fantastic value.  Just contact
Cliveosborne@talktalk.net  to arrange
payment and delivery.

£5 for a piece of history., So why wait,

Why not buy 2 , I’m sure the other half
would like one too?



Clim
bing wall p

arking information

Important
changes are

being made to the
car park area of the

peterborough climbing wall
with the introduction of automatic

number plate recognition of vehicles
using the car park. These changes are to

protect the legitimate users of the town club car
park against illegal parking and to ensure parking is

available for those entitled to park there.

The new system becomes fully operational on 1st November
with a 1 month trial period leading up to that date. To avoid
prosecution, members will need to register their vehicles

with the club, and for occasional users there will be a screen installed
where you can enter your vehicle reg number into the system as a
legitimate user of the car park.  The new system will be enforced by an
outside company who receive their income from the fines generated , so
they will be keen to recoup their investment.

Failure to register your vehicle
may result in a £60 fine.
For any further information or queries please contact Clive or the
town sports club directly.

Please see a copy of the letter received from the town club on the
following page:-



Dear Member

                   The task of controlling our car park is beyond the scope of our small work force. As
a result

· Hospital visitors and others use our premises as a free parking area putting
pressure on the number of spaces available to our members and other legal users.

· The hospital employees who pay to park are increasingly critical of our failure to
control illegal parking.

     It is absolutely essential to club finances that we maximise the income from the
car park. Management Council have therefore decided to install an Automatic
Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) system to give us proper control of parking. There
are no costs to the Club for the system, the company installing the system recover
their money from prosecutions of rogue parkers.

Once the ANPR system is installed there will be a trial period, when it will be live but
not taking any punitive action, before becoming fully functional on or around
1/11/15. The system will be live 24 hours/day Monday – Friday but not Saturday and
Sunday.

In order to minimise inconvenience to members please note the following points

· Keep your car(s) registration details up to date in your membership records. It is all
too common for members not to fill in the correct form when renewing
memberships. If you use a vehicle not in the records there will be a log in screen in
the club reception area. All visitors and guests will need to use this facility (not
weekends) when arriving at the club. The system is linked to the membership
system so you should bear in mind that the ability to park without fines expires 1
month after the date on which subscriptions become due.

· In order to protect members who make a mistake the Club have the final say on
cases taken to prosecution but please note that anyone who continually flaunts the
system would have the protection withdrawn.

· Members not due to renew their subscriptions on 1/10/15 ie bowls cricket and
tennis members should ensure that the Manager has a record of their car(s)
registration details.

It is very important to the financial wellbeing of the Club that this system works so your
full cooperation would be greatly appreciated. If you require any further information
please contact the Manager or any member of Management Council.

Very Best Wishes

Peter Leaton

Club Chairman



Canadian
Adventures
As the plane settled into its final approach, I was glued to the

window, overlooking the cityscape,  and although personally I
like to escape into the county as soon as possible I always find

it interesting to see a new city from the air. Calgary was my port of
arrival, and to be honest I was immediately looking forward to leaving
for more interesting places.

The next morning, bright and early, Isaac and myself made
aquaintance with the rest of our fellow travellers, and our two french
Canadian guides, Pierre and Simon. We had booked for  a couple of
weeks trekking in the Canadian rockies around the Banff/ Jasper area



and were keen to sample some of the delights on offer.

Gear into the trailer, pile into the minibus and we were off. We spent the
journey getting to know our fellow trekkers, who are you , where are
you from etc and watching the prairies give way to the foothills and

mountains of our destination, a place called Lake Louise in the Banff national
park . Our campsite for the next 3 nights was just like the zoo, except the
humans were on the inside of the electric fence! The site was massive,
individual sites in a wooded area, complete with fire pits, firewood provided
and very private, even though there were a lot of customers. Back into the bus
and we then set off for a short  couple of hour  walk  to  paget viewpoint, an old
fire lookout point affording stunning views  up the cataract valley.

Back at camp, and we were treated to the first of some stunning meals conjured
up by our guides. We all participated in food prep and camp chores, but
everything was freshly prepared from scratch using fresh veg and ingredients to
recipes provided  by our guides. The French heritage became very evident at
mealtimes!

Leaving camp the next morning, the reason for the electric fence was
made very clear, when we spotted our first Grizzly bear, about a hundred
yards away on the other side of the fence. Leaving the bear behind we

headed  up to chateau Lake Louise and a day spent exploring the trails around
“the big beehive”



The days walk didn’t disappoint, and we enjoyed same fabulous views
overlooking victoria glacier  during lunch, before the long sweaty slog to the
viewpoint on top of the beehive.

The next day we visited moraine lake and sentinel
pass, again simply stunning scenery, surrounded by
high peaks and glaciers. The local wildlife

appeared to add to the interest, with a porcupine, Moose
and friendly
chipmunks
entertaining
us at
various
points
throughout the day.

 Quitting our campsite, we
headed north, crossing
the continental divide

into the Yoho national park. Yoho
translates as WOW from the native
Cree language, and is definitely
appropriate. We had the option
today of a long walk or the chance
for white water rafting on the
kicking horse river. Choosing the
latter, It was brilliant fun to ride the
grade 4/5 rapids in a raft and get
soaked in the process. Thoroughly
recommended! At camp that night
we heard a few loud bangs warning

off the local bears from the campsite. No electric fence here to keep us safe!

Moving off again the next day, we headed further north up the famous icefields
parkway into Jasper national park. Heading up the trail to mont Edith Cavell
(Local connection?) And the angel glacier, we reached the viewpoint, only to find
we could progress no further due to the path being closed following bear activity.
Returning to the bus we headed off  to the valley of the five lakes. Surprisingly
enough we came across five lakes, each absolutely pristine, crystal clear and
fabulously refreshing to swim in to cool off in 32 degree heat.



Waking
early the
next

morning, Isaac
decided that
rather than
utilise the

local “long drop” loos, he
would walk to the “posh loos”. About 5

minutes later he arrived back at the tent heavily
panting. Enquiring why he was back so soon he managed to utter the
immortal words “there’s a F£^%$*&^  bear”. He’d managed to get about 100
yards from where we were sleeping, only to look up and find a grizzly
foraging at the side of the road. Deciding discretion was the better part of
valour he made a tactical withdrawel, until far enough away to leg it as fast as
possible. Bear carried on foraging quite happily. The bear warning notices
around the campsite now took on fresh meaning, without the luxury of electric
fences to keep them away. We spent the rest of the day exploring the maligne
lake area of Jasper national park.  Leaving Jasper behind, we headed south
back down the icefields parkway, stooping off at bow lake before reaching
Peter lougheed national park and the kananaskis lakes. Most of the group took
the chance of a rest day to enjoy the fantastic weather (30 degrees plus) and
chill out by the lake, while I took a short walk up the burstall pass, until the
delights a  refreshing swim in the pools under a sparking waterfall prevented
further progress.

Another night in the tents and
a long route to finish.
Slogging up through pretty

forested paths, until we left the
treeline to ascend steep scree slopes
on a zig zag path, before reaching
the ridgeline just as the cloud came
in! We enjoyed a tasty lunch
enjoying spasmodic 360 degree
panoramic views though the
swirling cloud layer, after so many
days of  clear skies. Leaving the ridge to the Hoary marmot we found there
snoozing in the rocks, we dropped down the other side making our way over
snow patches and another lake, eerily shrouded in mist, dropping back
through the forest down into the town of Waterton, where we treated



ourselves to a restaurant
meal for our final night.

A leisurely start the
next morning,
allowing the tents to

dry in the morning sun
before the long road trip
back to Calgary and the
flight home. This final day
featured a stop off at the
world heritage site “head
smashed in buffalo jump”.
This was one of many sites

throughout north america where the native indian population used to drive
herds of buffalo over a cliff during the autumn in order to procure enough food
to last through the long winter months when hunting became impossible. The
autumn hunt had been developed over centuries, and before the horse was
introduced to north america was the only way to obtain enough food for the
tribes to survive. We were guided around the site by a native american indian
from the local blackfoot tribe who took time to explain how the hunt operated,

very dependant of the bravery and
guile of the hunters developed over
centuries of observation and
experience of the behaviour of the
wild buffalo. The museum was well
worth the visit and left me with a
lasting impression of the skill and
knowledge of the native indians in
making the best use of their
environ
ment.

Finally
it was back to Calgary, where we killed a couple of
hours, admiring/contemplating /deriding the highly
decorated /hideous/ wonderfully crafted  cowboy
boots/ shirts/ stetsons ect on sale in the local
western outfitters before our long flight home.



The AGM took place on Sunday 27 September, with 13 members
present. Due to at sometimes lively discussions, it was a long meeting
but there were several major issues discussed affecting the future of

the climbing wall and the club cottage in wales, with various ideas and
thoughts expressed.

It was decided to seek legal advice regarding the lease agreement with the
sports club for the climbing wall, as the present lease is due to expire in Dec
2017 and at this time we may have to find alternative premises or face the
closure of the wall. Obviously this will have severe financial implications for
the club in terms of loss of income and the possible cost of having to start
again in a new location should this be necessary or advisable on the expiry of
the present lease.

There were also lively discussions regarding the cottage in Wales, with
members present agreeing that the present cottage facilities are
substandard and that work needs to be done to bring the cottage up to

date, and particularly deal with the ongoing dampness problem.. Due to the
the financial issues  facing NML over recent years it was felt that
maintenance had been somewhat neglected, and that fixing the problems
identified would necessitate a large sum of money, further complicated by the
joint ownership, presently requiring WMC to also contribute equally. While
PMC has a healthy account balance, WMC is not as fortunate, and any
agreement reached needs to go through the NML management committee.
There were discussions as to whether PMC could offer a grant or loan to
overcome these issues. Certainly there is much work to be done and PMC
expects that any solution will be hard to find and progress. The financial
concerns relating to the cottage have also meant that the NML levy (the
amount of membership fees required to subsidise the cottage and pay ongoing
costs) has also had to be increased by £5 per year and this has resulted in
PMC membership fees for the next year having to rise to reflect this amount.



A late amendment to the proposal resulted in the single and joint membership
fees being increased in line with the levy, but family memberships remaining
fixed, as it was argued that families were unable to use the cottage in its present
condition and therefore PMC would absorb the increased levy cost for family
membership. Accordingly membership fees for 2016 were set at :-

Single £40

Joint £65

Family £70

Additional child £10

The present committee was re-elected unopposed and remains unchanged, while
two member representatives on the NML were replaced after stepping down by
Moira Smith and Mike Pratt.

The club is what you make it, and without
member support in the form of volunteering to
help with meets and suggestions of places to

visit, we will have an impossible task to provide the
best Events diary.

We need volunteers (male or female) to be meet leaders
for the monthly Wales meets.

This is not an onerous task; it might involve a little
coordination to help with peoples travel plans to the

cottage. Then, once you are there, you only really have to worry about making
sure people do their tidying up on the Sunday morning, and collect the fees.
If you are interested in leading a Wales Meet, please contact Jeff for more
information.
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk
We are also interested to know if there are any places that you would like the
PMC to visit. Is there a place that you have visited, or read about and think
that the PMC would benefit for organising a trip there, please let us know.



This is the page that you need to fill by writing an article for
Take In. We need to know your adventures, and without
articles to publish you don’t get a newsletter, so take the time

to write something down, include a few pictures and send it to me at
publisher@peterboroughmc.co.uk Don’t worry if its not spelt
properly or grammatically correct, that’s my job to sort out as editor,
but send me the story.

          Fill this space with your story!



17/18 October 2015 North Wales Hut Meet, hosted by Miles
Goff so you know you're in for a good time.

For lift share you can contact him at milesgoff@tiscali.co.uk or phone

 07808914334

21/22 November 2015  North Wales Hut Meet

PMC Chilli Bash, come to ye old Chilli bash where Dave will be cooking up some
tongue-tingling Hot Chilli to warm you up after a long day on the hill.

Drop us a line or text so he gets an idea on numbers
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk or phone 07905208822

Sunday 29 November 2015 19:00 Charity film night at the Peterborough
climbing wall

We will be raising money for the devastating earthquake in Nepal,

asking people to donations what they can at the door.

find out more at ww.canepal.org.uk/nepal-earthquake contact
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk or phone 07905208822

Remember to bring a cushion!

19/20 December 2015 Christmas meet, North wales

Come and join your fellow PMC members for the Christmas bash. For lift share
and more information contact events@peterboroughmc.co.uk or phone
07905208822

Meet leaders:- Moira/Jeff


